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ABSTRACT

Based on the Augmented Space formalism proposed by one of us and a gener-
alization of the alloy analogy, including the effect of the dynamics of the exchange bath,
we show that a half-filled Hubbard model shows Fermi-liquid behaviour at low values of
the interaction parameter U. This gives way to non-Fermi liquid behaviour at a critical
U, where the system is still metallic. We also show that quenched disorder tends to lower
this critical value of U.
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1 INTRODUCTION.
The advent in the renewed interest in strongly correlated materials has led to re-examining
the Hubbard model in some detail. Edwards and Hewson[l] and Herring[2] have pointed
out that the early treatments of the Hubbard model[3], classified under the general title
of alloy analogies, suffered from the defect that even for small values of the correlation
coefficient U, we obtain a metallic state which is not a Fermi liquid. By a Fermi liquid
we shall designate a many fermion interacting system with a sharp Fermi surface at
T=0, enclosing the same volume in reciprocal space as a non-interacting system with the
same number of fermions. This is the theorem of Luttinger[4). Moreover, the occupation
number is characterized by a Migdal discontinuity Z* whose inverse is related to the mass
enhancement. In case the potential seen by the fermions has a quenched disorder, the same
definition holds with perhaps a small width or fuzziness in the Fermi surface caused by
disorder scattering. Here too the Fermi surface is characterized by a Migdal discontinuity
in the occupation number. One of the drawbacks of the alloy analogy ideas is that in this
approximation the evolution of the up-spin electrons, for example, are considered to be
in a disordered binary potential of the frozen down spin sea. Here the full many body
problem can be modelled by individual electrons interacting with time fluctuating random
coulomb and exchange fields; which has to be determined in a seif-consistent manner.
Usually to a first approximation, the stochastic bath is approximated to be random but
static. This is the adiabatic or static approximation. The solution of the Hubbard model
by the coherent potential (CPA) techniques is based on the adiabatic approximation,
where the dynamics of the fictitious fields is completely ignored. Though the adiabatic
approximation holds good when the correlation time associated with the stochastic bath is
much less compared to the characteristic times associated with the electron motion, since
the bath itself is composed of the other electrons in the system, an accurate treatment of
such a problem demands the consideration of the dynamics of the bath and its impact on
observable properties. In particular the effect of motional narrowing,$or example, arises
directly out of the bath dynamics. The effect of dynamics is pronounced specifically
at low temperatures, where the adiabatic approximation does not include the ground
state correlations, as emphasized by Hubbard[5] and Gutzwiller[6], The first attempt
in this direction was made by Hubbard himself[5], where he considered the effect both
the disorder scattering as well as the scattering due to dynamics. The former correction
was referred to as the scattering correction and the latter as the resonance broadening
correction. Hubbard's work predates the CPA. and later CPA. techniques in Hubbard's
alloy analogy considered only the scattering correction.

Various attempts were made to solve the dynamical Hubbard model. Economou
et.al[7] attempted to solve the dynamical Hubbard model by mapping it onto an equiv-
alent Ising system. Later dynamics was introduced, as an additional degree of freedom,
by the replacement of Ising like magnetic excitations by Heisenberg like excitations. Ob-
viously such an incorporation of dynamics was ad hoc and not self consistent. The local
approximation of Teglia si et.al[8] looked at the second order perturbation expansion for
the self-energy : Sff = f3n_t,(l - n . ^ G ^ and dynamics was introduced by replacing
this expression with the Fourier transform of lU^X-eityGoa Edwards and Hertz[9] further
introduced an approximation where they replaced all internal propagators GQO in diagrams
to ail orders by the Fourier transform of



They did not attempt to evaluate G^fE) = / [p(w)/(ui ~ E)}<L> but rather replaced
p(ui) by a function suitably designed to reproduce the correct behaviour with respect to_E.
The dynamical CPA equation of Edwards and Hertz , with the modified propagator Goo
replacing Goo can be heuristically derived from the dynamical generalization of Behn and
Weller[10]. The dynamical CPA generalization of Paquet and Leroux-Hugon[10] based
on the Augmented Space Formalism of Mookerjee[ll] can be shown to be the rigorous
extension of the work of Behn and co-workers[12]. They considered the time fluctuation
of the fictitious fields introduced earlier as a Markov process and generalized CPA by
employing a projection technique in Augmented Space. Such a treatment of Hubbard
model in the dynamical alloy analogy preserves self-consistency and the necessary analytic
Herglotz properties, The Augmented Space dynamical CPA is then closely related to
the Edwards type of treatment. In fact, the formal similarity between the scattering
diagrams and similar scaUering diagrams a la Leath that arise within the CPA has already
been discussed in detail by Mookerjee[13]. The aim of this communication is to use the
Augmented Space dynamical CPA to look at the Fermi Liquid behaviour or otherwise
with increasing U. This will provide a more formal justification to the Edwards approach.

The Augmented Space approach has another attractive feature. It has been shown
earlier by Mookerjee(14] that within the Augmented Space Approach, static or quenched
disorder and dynamical disorder can be treated on the same footing. In the earlier work
referenced, the author had treated a quenched disordered system within the dynamical
CPA. In this communication we wish to study the effect of quenched disorder on the
Fermi liquid behaviour of the Hubbard model.

2 METHODOLOGY.
In order to capture the essential physics of out system, we consider a Hubbard model with
spin independent point defects. The Hamiltonian is chosen to be,

H =

Here cj, is the creation operator for an electron of spin cr at the lattice site i and n^ =

cjpCi,. e, is a quenched disordered parameter and is chosen to have a binary distribution

p(Si) = (1 - p) S(ei -e») + p *(£, + e0). (2)

Equation (1) may be re-written as

H =

with

(3)

The Hubbard -Stratonovich transformation, then yields the evolution operator as

U(t) =

At this point the static approximation suppresses the time dependence of the fictitious
field variables fti(t),fi(t) , thereby reducing the functional integral, into a multiple integral.
This integral can be performed by the method of steepest-descent and it reduces to the
Hubbard solution that is the static CPA, if one neglects the charge fluctuation, i.e. set
Cj(0 = 1 and H,{t) = ±1. In the present communication we will also consider v,(t)
independent of time and set it equal to (1-<S) the average number of electrons per site.
We assume /n(t) to take only the values ± 1 corresponding to the two values possible
values available for the instantaneous spin polarization on a site. Furthermore we retain
the time correlations by assuming each m(t} to be a independent two level bath. At this
point we introduce the state space <J; of the variable in. This is a space spanned by the
different states which the variables may take. In our case the state space is of rank 2 and
spanned by the states |1) and | — 1). We introduce an operator yj, whose eigenvectors are
the two states mentioned above. An observed value taken by the variable m is then a
matrix element of the operator /I, . This is reminescent of operators related to observables
in quantum theory. The time evolution of the matrix elements of this operator will be
governed by a Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. If we concentrate on a matrix element
/i° with respect to a general basis {a,0} (not necessarily the eigenbasis), then

dt = f
In the memory function approximation the evolution operator F(t-t') factori? s into

a memory function of time variables (j>a"(t — t') and a Fokker-Plank generator I '". In
the simplest approximation, the memory function may be independent of the state labels.
The generator of the bath, F , is a 2x2 matrix

F =

The absolute values of the diagonal matrix elements of the generator are the inverse
lifetimes or the sojourn time in each of the two states of the bath. We have assumed that
the lifetimes in each of the states of the exchange bath are the same. The off-diagonal
elements represent the probability per unit time of transition from one state to the other.
The conservation of probabilities leads to the sumrule £ a F^ = 0.

The memory function may be obtained from the bath hamiltonian { here the hamil-
tonian of the down-spin electrons, for example) using the Zwanzig formalism[15]
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where C is the Liouville operator corresponding to the bath hamiltonian and V the
projection operator which projects out the diagonal part of the density matrix in the
state space of the bath. Although in a recent communication we have shown that the
memory does have a qualitative effect on the response of the electron[16], here we are
interested in the effect of the bath dynamics on the alloy analogy approximation. We
shall take the simplest case of a Markovian bath, where the memory function is a delta
function in time.

One of the eigenvalues of the generator is zero and the corresponding eigenvector
P* has all its components positive and may be identified with the stationary probability
corresponding to the state a. The generator is not self-adjoint and hence its representation
is not symmetric. We have to be careful in defining an inner product in the state space
of the bath. If we define an operator Q such that its representation in the state space $

<j, we may define an inner product as

(q&r) =

Since the equation (4) does not contain any spin flip terms we can restrict ourselves
to the propagation of either up spin or downspin electrons and define the corresponding
evolution operator as

with

TT

(8)

Here PA[/J.(T)] is a weight function for the i-th site histories. We assumed that the
histories of different sites to be independent, so that the UCT(t) defined in (7) is the mean
evolution operator averaged over all different histories of the bath.

Equation (8) in its given form is hard to estimate. We shall employ the ideas of the
Augmented Space Theorem to evaluate the history average. The ASF puts configuration
or history averaging on the same footing as quantum mechanical averaging by augmenting
the Hilbert Space spanned by the wave functions by a configuration spave spanned by
different realizations of the random variables associated with the hamiltonian, e.g. the
bath variables, in this instance. To facilitate the calculation of U,,(t) in the framework
of the Augmented Space Theorem, let us define a conditional evolution operator U°"(t)
acting on the Hilbert space "H on which the hamiltonian acts. This is the evolution
operator of the system which starts from a state /? at t=0 and ends up in a state a at
the final time t. The Augmented Space formalism then considers an operator U on the
product space H ® $ between H and the state space $ of the bath such that U°^(t) is
a representation of that operator. The evolution operator is the sum of all conditional
evolution operators ending in different final states a. But each of these histories could
have started off in any one of the initial states 0 with probability Pp. So that :

us) =y y

(P'QUP') (9)

In case there is also quenched disorder, the state space of the bath is further augmented
by the state space of the quenched variables {s,}. The Laplace transform of the evolution
operator is the propagator. This propagator averaged over all the histories of the bath,
and the configurations of the quenched disorder variables is given by the Augmented Space
Theorem by :

>= 0 ) (10)

where

= £ , (P̂ o + ((7/2)) |i

(l-p)£o

- p) O',t = i>., ± {i}
otherwise

otherwise

)!,®^® )̂®^® )̂ (11)

The cardinality sequence of a basis in the state space for is the sequence of sites at
which the state is not P', the stationary state, and its cardinality is the number of points
in this set. d° are states whose cardinality sequence is the null set and cardinality zero.

The dynamical CPA (DCPA) involves partitioning the entire Augmented Space into
the state space (both for static and dynamic disorder) for one site, replacing the effective
hamitlonian elsewhere by a coherent hamiltonian :

(12)
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which is self-consistently evaluated using the Partition or Downfolding Theorem . Mookerjee[!4j
has derived the self-consistent equations for determining the self-energy (or the coherent
potential) £o{^) • We quote here his recursive equations :

+ WG^W +
(13)

where

En+] - £0(l - 2P)

En+1 - £o(l - 2p)

£„ - £fl(l - 2p)

(14)

where

IV =

Here gn(z) is the propagator of the unperturbed system described by the hamiltonian
^nHotr We note that the Green functions and self-energies are dependent on the cardi-
nality. If we think of calculating the Green function in terms of paths (see Haydock[17]),
then the cardinality at the site j is the number of times the bath state had changed in
the previous sites on the path. Paquet and Leroux-Hugon[lO] have argued that the car-
dinality dependence reflects the dynamics and memory effects in the formulation. In the
adiabatic or static approximation the cardinality dependence drops out.

It only remains for us to have a self-consistent estimate of the inverse lifetimes in a
bath state, i.e. the parameter A. One can have an estimate of A from Hubbard's resonance
broadening correction, to this purpose let us consider the effect of the motion of the -<r
spin electrons on the propagation of the er spin electrons. If an atom has a -<r spin electron
on it then so far as the a spin electron is considered the atom is resonant at energy U/2.
If the -a spin electron now moves away, the atom becomes resonant at energy -U/2 and if
the -a spin electron later on moves on it, it again becomes resonant at energy U/2, so on.
So the effect of the motion of the -o spin electron, results in switching back and forth of
the a spin electron between resonant energies -U/2 and U/2 (depending on the absence
or presence of the -a spin electron) for infinite time. So the effect of the dynamics of the
-o spin is to provide a finite life-time effect. Hubbard has explicitly extimated the self
energy at for the resonance broadening correction and so the life-time of the process can
be estimated from the relation:

Now 1/T can be identified with A, the inverse characteristic life-time which an electron
attains because of its dynamic interaction with the stochastic bath. The static part of
the disorder scattering correction (i.e. that due to Hi ), for large enough values of U,
gives a real self energy in the Hubbard gap. However, self energy due to the dynamical
effects gives finite life time effects even inside the gap. Paquet and Leroux-Hugon [10]
have an alternative and indirect way of estimating A. The nature of variation of A with
U is similar in both cases. This estimate is shown in Figure 2.

3 RESULTS.
Using the above formalism we have studied a very simple model characterized by :

(1) The unperturbed propagator is given by a simple model g{z) = (zj2i)~{\/z'i — Ai2) jit.
This gives a featureless density of states, and whatever structure we obtain should
reflect the effect of static and dynamic disorder.

(2) We have taken a simple, Markovian two level exchange bath with identical lifetimes
in the two states.

(3) The static disorder was taken in assuming that £, had a bimodal distribition, taking
values £0

 a nd so with probabilities p and 1-p.

We have obtained the mass enhancement or the inverse Migdal discontinuity from the
formula

A technical note : the derivative of the self-energy can be obtained from differentiating
the recursive equations for the self-energy, to obtain recursive equations for the self-energy
derivative itself. This is important, because at the critical U where the mass enhancement
diverges, the real part of the self-energy varies extremely rapidly as a function of energy,
and any numerical differentiation usually fails to give reasonable results [16].

The bold curve in Figure 1 then shows the behaviour of the mass enhancement (or
inverse Migdal discontinuity) factor as a function of the electron correlation in units of t
for a half-filled Hubbard model with its chemical potential at the band centre. We note
that in these units the metal-non-metal transition occurs at a value around 6. Within the
metallic regime, the mass-enhacement or the inverse Migdal discontinuity remains finite
until a critical value, indicating Fermi liquid like behaviour at low values of U. The mass
enhancement diverges around (U/4T) ~ 1, well inside the metallic regime. This is in



consonance with the results of Edwards [18] (whose U was in units of the band width,
i.e. 4t). The dashed and dotted curves show similar results when a static disorder with
p=0.5 and increasing values of the difference between the two values taken by £; i.e.
the usual static disorder strength parameter. Because of the symmetric distribution the
chemical potential still lies at the band centre. We note that the critical value of U/t
at which the mass enhancement diverges becomes lower with increasing static disorder
strength. Static disorder thus enhances non-Fermi-liquid behaviour. This result can
be understood from the scattering picture within the Augmented Space approach. Since
quenched and dynamic disorder are introduced on the same footing in a Grand Augmented
Space, scattering due to quenched disorder characterised by the factor W and that due
to correlation characterized by the factor V appear in a symmetric fashion. Quenched
disorder then enhances the scattering effect of U leading to mass renormalization, so that
a lower critical value of U leads to divergence.

The case of the Hubbard model away from half-filling may be dealt with within this
formalism in exactly the same manner and the phase diagram obtained in the filling
fraction 6 vs U plane is very similar to that of Edwards and Hertz. For large values of &
we have conventional Fermi Liquid behaviour for all U. For half filling and near half-filling
we have Fermi Liquid metallic behaviour for very small values of U. As U approaches a
critical value, the mass enhancement becomes divergent leading to a non-Fermi Liquid
behaviour. This is still quite far from the Metal-Insulator transition and would predict an
unconventional non-Fermi Liquid metal. Eventually at a higher second critical value of U
the system undergoes a transition to an insulating phase with a Mott- Hubbard gap at
Fermi level in the half-filled case. This picture is close to that envisaged by Baskaran[19].
However, from this work we cannot predict the exact behaviour in the non-Fermi Liquid
regime. In all probability it may be an RVB type of metal.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. The mass enhancement as a function of U for a Hubbard model without static

disorder (bold curve) and with increasing static disorder (dashed and dotted curves).

Figure 2. Variation of the bath state lifetime as a function of U.
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